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A paired comparison digraph D is a weighted igraph in which the sum of the weights of arcs, 
if any, joining two vertices is exactly one. A one-to-one mapping from V(D) onto 
{ 1, 2 ..... I V(D)I } is called a ranking of D, and a ranking a of D is optimal if the backward length 
of a is minimum. We say that D is r-partite if V(D) can be partitioned into V 1 U .'. U Vr so that 
every arc of D joins a vertex of ~ to a vertex of Vj, where i--/:j. We show that we can easily ob- 
tain all the optimal rankings of a certain r-partite paired comparison digraph. 
1. Introduction 
We cons ider  a weighted d igraph D with vertex set V(D) and arc set A(D). We 
denote  the weight  o f  an arc vw by e(ow), where ow jo ins  a vertex o to a vertex w. 
A weighted d igraph D is cal led a paired comparison digraph (or br ief ly  PCD)  if  D 
satisf ies the fo l lowing three condi t ions:  
(i) O<e(vw)<_l for  every vweA(D). 
(ii) e(vw)+e(wv)=l i f  vw, wveA(D). 
(iii) e(vw)= 1 if  vweA(D) and wv¢A(D). 
A d igraph D can be cons idered as a PCD if  we set the weight o f  each arc o f  D 
as fo l lows:  
(iv) e(vw)=e(wv)=0.5 i f vw, wveA(D), and 
(v) e(ow)= 1 if  oweA(D) and wo~A(D). 
A PCD D is cal led an r-partite PCD i f  V(D) can be par t i t ioned into 
V(D) = V~ U. - -  tO Vr so that 
(vi) i f  o, we  V/, then o and w are not  jo ined  by an arc for  all i, 1 <i<_r. 
An r -part i te  PCD D with part i t ion  V(D) = V~ to ... U Vr is cal led an r-partite com- 
plete PCD (see Fig. 1) i f  
(vii) any two vert ices oe  ~ and we Vj ( i~j) are jo ined  by at least one arc. 
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a f ~  b2 
C 3 C 2 C 1 
Fig. 1. A 3-partite complete PCD. The weight of each arc is given by (iv) or (v) (i.e. 1 or 0.5). 
An r-partite complete PCD can represent the outcomes of  plays between r teams 
with all pairs of  players of  different teams, in which we allow ties (e(ow)= 
e(wo) = 0.5) and also more than one plays between the same two players (e(ow)= 
el > 0 and e(wv) = 1 - 81 > 0 mean that v beats w with rate el and w beats v with rate 
I -el). 
We introduced a new method of  ranking the vertices of  a PCD in [2], and defined 
optimal rankings, by which we can rank the vertices of  a PCD. In this paper, we 
shall show that the optimal rankings of  an r-partite complete PCD can be easily ob- 
tained. Moreover, if the number of  uncompared pairs of  an r-partite PCD is small, 
then we can easily obtain the optimal rankings of  it. Note that it is an NP-complete 
problem to obtain the optimal rankings of  any PCD (see [2]). 
We now briefly explain our method of  ranking. Let D be a PCD with n vertices. 
A ranking a of  D is a one-to-one mapping from V(D) onto { 1, 2 . . . . .  n }. For a rank- 
ing a of  D, the image a(v) of  v is called the rank of  v defined by a. An arc wv such 
that a(v)< a(w) is called a backward arc of  a, and we write B(a) for the set of  all 
backward arcs of  a, that is, 
B(a) = { wv e A(D) [ a(v) < a(w)}. 
We define the backward length [tB(a)][ of  a by 
IIB<~)lf= ~ awv)(~(w)-~<v)). 
wo • B(a) 
A ranking a of  D is said to be optimal if the backward length of  ct is minimum 
among the backward lengths of  all rankings of  D. We denote by OR(D) the set o f  
all optimal rankings of  D, and our method of  ranking the vertices of  D is one mak- 
ing use of  
1 
z~(v)- IOR(D)~ a•OR(D)2 0~(V) for all v e V(D). 
Of course, v is stronger than w if Jz(v)< r~(w). In particular, the champion is the 
player whose value of  ~z is minimum. 
We denote a ranking a of  D by a= [ol, v2,..., On] if V(D)= {o I . . . . .  on} and 
a(oi)=i for all i, 1 <_i<_n. For a ranking a of  D and a subset Xo f  V(D), we define 
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the restriction alx= {1, 2 .. . . .  IX[} by 
a lx (X)=#{o~Xla(o )<-a(x )}  for a l l x~X.  
The score (positive score) a + (v) of o ~ V(D) is the sum of the weights of all arcs 
ow, we V(D) \ {o}. Then 
o*(v) = = E aow). 
vw~A(D) 
The negative score a-(o) can be defined analogously. For a ranking a of an r- 
partite PCD D with partition V(D)= V l U-.. U Vr, we define a function T(a, o) on 
V(D) by 
o)= D(a, o)= o+(o)÷ Iv, I- l 
where o ~ V t for all v ~ V(D). Our main theorem is the following: 
Theorem 1. Let D be an r-partite complete PCD with partite sets V 1, ..., Vr, and 
put I V(D)I = n. Then a ranking a = [ol, ..., on] of D is optimal if and only i f  the 
following two conditions hold. 
(1) For every U6 { V 1 .. . . .  V,}, put a I v= [ul . . . . .  Uk]. Then a + (ul) >-"" >- a + (Uk). 
(2) ~u(a, o0_>. . .  __ ~u(a, on). 
For example, let D be a 3-partite complete PCD given in Fig. 1, and t~ be an op- 
timal ranking of D. Set A = {a 1, a2}, B= {bl, b2} and C= {q, c 2, c3}. Since 
a+(a2)=2.5, o+(al)=2, a+(bl)=a+(b2)=2.5, o+(cl)=3.5, a+(c3)=2 and 
a+(c2)= l, we have a la=[a2, al], a IB=[bl, b2] or [b2, bl], and Ctlc=[Cl, c3, c2]. 
Thus ~u(a, a2)=3.5, ~(a, al)=2, ~(a, b0=3.5,  ~(a, b2)=2.5 (or ~P(c~, b2)=3.5 
and 7'(a, bl)=2.5), ~u(a, q )=5.5 ,  ~(a, c3)=3 and ~u(a, c2)= 1. Therefore a= 
[q, u, w, c a, b2, al, c2], where {u, w} = {a2, b 1 }, o r  t~ = [cl, u, w, c3, b l ,  a l ,  c2] , where 
{u, w} = {a2, b2}. In particular, IOR(D)l =4. 
We conclude this section by giving a conjecture. A PCD D is said to be ranking 
equal if 7z(v)=(I V(D)I + 1)/2 for all o e V(D). A PCD D is said to he balanced 
(regular) if a+ (v)=a-  (o) for all oe V(D). 
Conjecture. Let D be a PCD with the weight of every arc 1 (i.e. D is an oriented 
digraph.). Then D is ranking equal if and only if D is balanced. 
We can prove that every balanced PCD is ranking equal, and show that the condi- 
tion that the weight of every arc is 1 is necessary (see [2]). 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Let D be a PCD. We define a function p: V(D)× V(D)~ {0, 1} by 
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l l  if v and w are joined by an arc, 
~(vw) =~(wo) = otherwise. 
k denote the For a ranking ot of  D such that ce(v)= k and a(w)= k + m > k, let a m 
ranking defined by 
k+m if x=v,  
akin(x) = if x = w, 
~ a(x) otherwise. 
Lemma 1 [21. Let a be a ranking o f  D such that a(o) = k and a(w) = k + m > k. Then 
liB(akin)l] - ]ln(a)ll = m(a + (v) - a + (w)) 
\ k + m<a(x)  k <e~(y)<k +m 
Lemma 2. Let D be an r-partite complete PCD with partite sets Vl .... , Vr, and let 
X, Ye{VI  . . . . .  E},X : / :Y .  Then 
(1) I f  o, w•X,  ct(o)=k and c t (w)=k+m>k,  then 
Iln(a~)ll - IIn(a)l[ -- m(a  + (o) - a + (w) ) .  
(2) I f  o e x ,  w • Y, a(o) = k, a(w) = k + m > k and there is no vertex u • Xt3  Y such 
that a(o) < a(u) < ct(w), then 
[ IB(a~)l[-  IIB(a)ll = m(T(ot ,  o) - ~P(a, w) ) .  
Proof .  (I) It is obvious that tz(oz)=/z(wz) for all ze  V(D). Hence (1) is an easy con- 
sequence of  Lemma 1. 
(2) Since t~(oz) =lt(wz) for all ze  V(D) \ (XU Y), Iz(ox)=O and/z(wx) = 1 for all 
x e X, and l~(vy)= 1 and I~(wy)= 0 for all y e Y, we have by Lemma 1 that 
IIB(akm)ll - IIB(a)l] = m(a  + (v) - o + (w)) + m(# {x • X I k + m < a(x)} 
- #{ye  Y Ik+m<ct (y )})  
= m(o  "+ (v)+ IX I -~  Ix (O) -  (o "+ (w)+ I Y I -a  ] r (w)) )  
I N 
= m(~(a ,  v ) -  ~u(a, w)). 
Proof  o f  Theorem 1. We first prove the necessity. Assume a is an optimal ranking 
of  D. Then (1) of the theorem follows immediately f rom Lemma 2. We next prove 
(2). Suppose that there exist v, we F(D) such that a (v )<u(w)  and ~(a ,  v )< 
~F(a, w). By (1), we may assume ve  Fs, we  Ft and s~et. Choose vertices v I • F s and 
wl • Ft so that a(v)<_t~(Vl)<a(wl)<-c~(w) and there are no vertices xe  FsU Ft such 
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that a(oO<a(x)<ct(wO. Then we have a+(o)>_a+(Ol) and a+(Wl)>a+(w) by (1), 
and so ~(a ,  o)>_~(a, Ol) and ~(a, wl)>__~(a, w). I f  a(oO=k and a(wt)=k+m,  
then we obtain by Lemma 2 that 
0_< IIn(akm)[I- [In(a)l[ = m(T(u, Ol) - T(a,  wl)). 
Hence ~P(a, v )> T(a,  w), a contradiction. Consequently (2) is proved. 
We next prove the sufficiency. Let a be a ranking which satisfies the conditions 
(1) and (2), and fl be an optimal ranking. Note that fl also satisfies the conditions 
(1) and (2) since we proved the necessity. Suppose a lu=[u l  . . . . .  ut, x .... ], 
t~1 U----[Ul . . . . .  Ut, y .. . .  ] and x~y for some Ue {V I, ..., Vr}. Then a+(x)=a+(y), 
and we define a ranking a '  of  D by 
-a(y) if u ~X, 
a' (u) = ~ a(x) i fu=y,  
~ a(u) otherwise. 
It is clear that a'[u=[U 1 . . . . .  ut, y . . . .  ], and it follows f rom Lemma 2 that 
I[B(u')I[ = [[B(a)[[. By repeating this procedure, we can get a ranking y such that 
I[a(y)[I = [[B(a)l[, y[ u=f l [  u for all U~ { V 1 . . . . .  Vr}, and y satisfies the conditions (1) 
and (2). It is easy to see that for any vertices o, w e V/, 1 _< i_< r, we have 7'(?, o) = 
~u(fl, o), and 7'(y, o) ~ 7'(~, w) if o :~ w. Therefore, we obtain lIB0')][ = [IB(fl)l[ by (2) 
of  Lemma 2, and conclude that a is an optimal ranking. [] 
An r-partite complete PCD D with partite sets V 1 . . . . .  V~ is called a complete 
PCD if [Vi[=l for all i, l<_i<_r. Then any two vertices of  a complete PCD are 
joined by at least one arc. 
Corollary [2]. Let D be a complete PCD and a = [vl ..... On] be a ranking of D. 
Then a is an optimal ranking if and only if 
0 "+(01) ~""  ~_~ (7 +(0rl ) . 
Proof .  Since T(a,  v )=a+(v)  for all ve  V(D), the corollary follows immediately 
f rom Theorem 1. [] 
When we want to rank the teams I"1 . . . . .  V~ instead of  players o I . . . .  , o n, we can 
rank the teams as follows by using the corol lary mentioned above. Let D be an r- 
partite complete PCD with partite sets V1 . . . . .  V,. We first construct a complete 
PCD D* with vertex set V(D*) = { V 1 . . . . .  V~} in which the weight of  each arc V/Vj 
is given by 
1 
E(v~ vj)= I v~l Ivj----~ X c(uw) 
where the summat ion is over all uweA(D)  such that u ¢ V/and we Vj. Applying 
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the corollary to D*, we can obtain all the optimal rankings of D*. 
It is easy to see that a semicomplete PCD (see [2]) is an r-partite complete PCD 
each of whose partite sets consists of one vertex or two vertices. Hence, the theorem 
in [2], by which we can get all the optimal rankings of a semicomplete PCD, is also 
a corollary of Theorem 1. 
3. An r-partite PCD 
Let D be an r-partite PCD with partite sets V 1 . . . . .  Vr. An unordered pair {o, w} 
of vertices of D is called an uncomparedpair of D if o and w are not joined by arcs 
and if u and w are contained in distinct partite sets. Let U*(D) denote the set of 
all uncompared pairs of D. An r-partite complete PCD obtained from D by adding 
exactly one of arcs ow and wo for every uncompared pair {o, w} of D is called an 
r-partite completion of D (which is called an r-partite completeness of D in [2]). It 
is clear that if tU*(D)I =t, then there exist 2 t r-partite completion of D, and we 
denote by C*(D) the set of all r-partite completion of D. For example, let D be a 
3-partite PCD given in Fig. 2. Then U*(D)= {{a 2, bl }, {al, q }} and 
C*(D)= {D+a2b I + alq, D+a2bi +qal, D+bla2+alCl, D+bla2+qal }. 
In this section we shall consider how to obtain all the optimal rankings of an r- 
partite PCD D with IU*(D)] small. In order to do so, we need the next theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let D be an r-partite complete PCD with n vertices, and let a be a rank- 
ing of D. Then 
IIB(a)ll= ~ W(a, o)a(o)- ln(n 2-1). 
o • V(D)  
Proof. We begin with a new notation. A function g: V(D) × V(D) -~ [0, 1] is defined 
by 
g(ow)= I;(vw ) if oweA(D), 
otherwise. 
.... a ~  
C 3 C 2 e 1 C3 C 2 C1 
Fig. 2. A 3-partite PCD D and D+a2bl+alcl. The weight of each arc is I or 0.5. 
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It is trivial that 
a;(o)= ~ e(ox). 
x~ V(D) 
We prove the theorem by induction on n. If  n = 1 or 2, then the theorem holds 
at once. Suppose that the equation holds for n = k, and let n = k + 1 >_ 3. Let w be 
the vertex such that a(w)=n, and assume we V t. Put U= Vt \{w }, V(D)= 
XU UU {w} (disjoint union) and H=D-  w, which is a PCD obtained from D by 
deleting w together with its incident arcs. Note that V(H) =XU U. By the inductive 
hypothesis, we have 
[IBD(a)ll : [[Bn(~)ll + ~ ~(wo)(n- ~(o)) 
o ~ V(H ) 
= ~ ~14(a, o)a(o)--~k(k 2- 1)+ ~] g(wx)(n-ct(x)). 
o~ V(H) xeX 
Since g(wx) + g(xw) = 1 for all x ~ X, we obtain 
g(wx)(n-ot(x))=n ~ g(wx)+ ~ (g(xw)-1)u(x) 
xeX x~X x~X 
=nab(w) + Z e(xw)a(x)- Z a(x). 
xeX xeX 
Hence 
x~X x~X u~U 
- ~ a(u)-+k(k2-1)+ncr~(w)+ ~ g(xw)u(x)- ~ u(x) 
u~U x~X x~X 
= Z ~eD(a, v)a(v)-+k(k 2- 1)-~k(k+ 1) 
o ~ V(D) 
(by ~D(°t'w)=naD(w) and ueU ~ u(U)+x~X ~ ot(x)=-~k(k+ l)) 
= ~ ~PD(a, v)a(o)-~k(k+ 1)(k+2) 
o 
= ~ ~Po(a, o)a(o)-+n(n 2-  1). [] 
o 
For an r-partite PCD D, we denote by I(D) the backward length of an optimal 
ranking of D. Namely, I(D)= [IB(a)ll for a e OR(D). 
Lemma 3 [2]. Let D be an r-partite PCD, and let C*(D)={D l..... Dr}. Then 
I(D) = min{l(D1) . . . . .  l(Dt) } . Moreover, if {D ie C*(D) I I(Di) = I(D)} = {D a ..... Dc}, 
then 
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OR(D) = OR(Da) O.. .  t3 OR(De) (disjoint union). 
By Lemma 3 and Theorems 1 and 2, we can easily obtain all the optimal rankings 
of an r-partite PCD D if D has a small number of uncompared pairs. For example, 
let D be a 3-partite PCD given in Fig. 2. Then 
C*(D) = {D 1 = D + azbl + al el, D2 = D + a2b I + cl al , 
D3 =D+blaz+a lq ,  D4=D+bla2+cla l} .  
It follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that 
0tl = [Cl, a l ,  b2, a2, c3, bl, c2] E OR(DI ) ,  
I(Dj )= I/B(al )11 =4.5 +4x2+ 3.5 ×3+3 x4+3 x5+2×6+ 1 x7-7(7  2-1 )/6= 13, 
0~2 = [Cl, a2, b2, c3, al, bl, C2] • OR(D2), 
c~ 3= [Cl, al, bl, c3, b2, a2, C2] ~ OR(D3), 
0~ 4= [C 1, hi, al, c3, b2, a2, C2] ~ OR(D4) 
Hence, by Lemma 3, we have 
I(D2) = 9, 
l(Ds) = 12, 
and I(D4) = 10. 
OR(D)=OR(D2)= {a= [cl, a 2, b 2, c 3, u, w, c2l]{u, w} = {al, bl}}. 
We conclude this section with a remark on forward optimal rankings. Let ~ be 
a ranking of a PCD D. An arc vw of D is called a forward arc of a if a(o)<a(w). 
We write F(a) for the set of all forward arcs of a, and define the forward length 
t[F(a)[I of a by 
[IF(~)l/= ~ e(vw)(a(w)-a(o)). 
v w ~ F(a) 
We say that a is a forward optimal ranking of D if I]F(a)]] is maximum (not 
minimum). Some results on forward optimal rankings can be found in [1]. For a 
ranking ot of an r-partite PCD D with partite sets V l, ..., Vr, we define a function 
q~(a, o) on V(D) by 
~(~, v) = o - (v )  + I V, I - 41 ~,(v), 
where v e Vt for all v e V(D). Then the following lemma holds, which can he prov- 
ed as Theorem 2. 
Lemma 4. Let D be an r-partite complete PCD with n vertices, and let a be a ranldng 
of  D. Then 
IIF(a)lF E ~(a ,v )a (v )  ' 2 = -~n(n  - 1). 
o c V(D) 
Note that it seems to be difficult to characterize forward optimal rankings of an 
r-partite complete PCD. 
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